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When somebody should go to the books stores, search start by shop, shelf by shelf, it is truly problematic. This is why we provide the books compilations in this website. It will definitely ease you to see guide Microsoft
Ado Net Entity Framework Step By Step Step By Step Developer as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in reality want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be all best place within net connections. If you intend to
download and install the Microsoft Ado Net Entity Framework Step By Step Step By Step Developer , it is categorically simple then, back currently we extend the join to purchase and make bargains to download and
install Microsoft Ado Net Entity Framework Step By Step Step By Step Developer in view of that simple!

Entity Framework 4 in Action - Marco De Sanctis 2011-04-30
Summary Entity Framework 4 in Action is an example-rich tutorial for .NET developers with full coverage
of EF 4 features. The book begins with a review of the core ideas behind the ORM model and shows
through detailed examples and larger case studies how Entity Framework offers a smooth transition from a
traditional ADO.NET approach. About the Technology Entity Framework builds on the ADO.NET
persistence model and the language features of LINQ to create a powerful persistence mechanism that
bridges the gap between relational databases and object-oriented languages. About the Book Entity
Framework 4 in Action is an example-rich tutorial that helps .NET developers learn and master the subject.
It begins by explaining object/relational mapping and then shows how you can easily transition to EF from
ADO.NET. Through numerous focused examples and two larger case studies, the book unfolds the EF story
in a clear, easy-to-follow style. Infrastructure and inner workings of EF are discussed when you need them
to understand a particular feature. This book is written for .NET developers. Knowledge of ADO.NET is
helpful but not required. Purchase of the print book comes with an offer of a free PDF, ePub, and Kindle
eBook from Manning. Also available is all code from the book. What's Inside Full coverage of EF 4 features
Layer separation, Data Layer, and Domain Model Best practices Table of Contents PART 1 REDEFINING
YOUR DATA-ACCESS STRATEGY Data access reloaded: Entity Framework Getting started with Entity
Framework PART 2 GETTING STARTED WITH ENTITY FRAMEWORK Querying the object model: the
basics Querying with LINQ to Entities Domain model mapping Understanding the entity lifecycle Persisting
objects into the database Handling concurrency and transactions PART 3 MASTERING ENTITY
FRAMEWORK An alternative way of querying: Entity SQL Working with stored procedures Working with
functions and views Exploring EDM metadata Customizing code and the designer
Design Patterns - Erich Gamma 1995
Software -- Software Engineering.
.NET Framework Essentials - Thuan Thai 2003
This concise guide for experienced programmers and software architects is a complete no-nonsense
overview of key elements and programming languages central to all .NET application development
Beginning ASP.NET 4 - Imar Spaanjaars 2010-07-23
The definitive programming guide to ASP.NET, by popular author and Microsoft MVP Imar Spaanjaars
Updated for ASP.NET 4, this introductory book retains its helpful examples and step-by-step format from
the previous version and keeps the style of offering code examples written in both C# and Visual Basic.
Beloved author and Microsoft ASP.NET MVP walks you through ASP.NET, Microsoft's technology for
building dynamically generated Web pages from database content. You'll discover many improvements that
ASP.NET 4 offers over the previous version, such as the ASP.NET MVC framework, Ajax improvements,
jQuery support, and more. You'll gradually build a Web site example that takes you through the processes
of building basic ASP.NET Web pages, adding features with pre-built server controls, designing consistent
pages, displaying data, and more. Popular author and Microsoft ASP.NET MVP Imar Spaanjaars updates
you on the latest updates to ASP.NET 4, Microsoft's technology for building dynamic Web pages from
database content Shows you how the 4 version differs from ASP.NET 3.5 and reviews its new features,
including the ASP.NET MVC framework, various Ajax improvements, jQuery support, and more
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Spaanjaars's distinct writing style puts you at ease with learning ASP.NET 4.
Microsoft ADO.NET Entity Framework Step by Step - John Paul Mueller 2013-08-15
Your hands-on guide to Entity Framework fundamentals Expand your expertise—and teach yourself the
fundamentals of the Microsoft ADO.NET Entity Framework 5. If you have previous programming
experience but are new to the Entity Framework, this tutorial delivers the step-by-step guidance and coding
exercises you need to master core topics and techniques. Discover how to: Access data in a managed
way—using minimal code Apply three workflows supported by the Entity Framework Perform essential
tasks with full automation in place Manipulate data with both LINQ and Entity SQL Create examples that
rely on Table-Valued Functions Determine the remedies for Entity-specific exceptions Explore the use of
optimistic and pessimistic concurrency Define mappings between your applications and data sources
Microsoft Visual Basic 2010 Step by Step - Michael Halvorson 2010-05-12
Your hands-on, step-by-step guide to learning Visual Basic 2010. Teach yourself the essential tools and
techniques for Visual Basic 2010-one step at a time. No matter what your skill level, you'll find the practical
guidance and examples you need to start building professional applications for Windows and the Web.
Discover how to: Work in the Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
Master essential techniques-from managing data and variables to using inheritance and dialog boxes
Create professional-looking Uis; add visual effects and print support Build compelling Web features with
the Visual Web Developer tool Use Microsoft ADO.NET and advanced data presentation controls Debug
your programs and handle run-time errors Use new features, such as Query Builder, and Microsoft .NET
Framework For customers who purchase an ebook version of this title, instructions for downloading the CD
files can be found in the ebook.
Microsoft Visual C# 2010 Step by Step - John Sharp 2010-04-15
Teach yourself Visual C# 2010-one step at a time. Ideal for developers with fundamental programming
skills, this practical tutorial features learn-by-doing exercises that demonstrate how, when, and why to use
the features of the C# rapid application development environment. You'll learn how to use Microsoft Visual
Studio 2010 and Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0; develop a solid, fundamental understanding of C#
language features; and then get to work creating actual components and working applications for the
Windows operating system. You'll also delve into data management technologies and Web-based
applications.
Microsoft Visual C# 2013 Step by Step - John Sharp 2013-11-15
Your hands-on guide to Visual C# fundamentals Expand your expertise—and teach yourself the
fundamentals of Microsoft Visual C# 2013. If you have previous programming experience but are new to
Visual C# 2013, this tutorial delivers the step-by-step guidance and coding exercises you need to master
core topics and techniques. Discover how to: Create and debug C# applications in Visual Studio 2013 Work
with variables, identifiers, statements, operators, and methods Create interfaces and define abstract
classes Write robust code that can catch and handle exceptions Display and edit data using data binding
with Microsoft ADO.NET Entity Framework Respond to user input and touchscreen gestures Handle events
arising from multiple sources Develop your first Windows 8.1 apps
Microsoft Visual C# 2013 Step by Step - John Sharp 2013
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Your hands-on guide to Visual C# fundamentals Expand your expertise--and teach yourself the
fundamentals of Microsoft Visual C# 2013. If you have previous programming experience but are new to
Visual C# 2013, this tutorial delivers the step-by-step guidance and coding exercises you need to master
core topics and techniques. Discover how to: Create and debug C# applications in Visual Studio 2013 Work
with variables, identifiers, statements, operators, and methods Create interfaces and define abstract
classes Write robust code that can catch and handle exceptions Display and edit data using data binding
with Microsoft ADO.NET Entity Framework Respond to user input and touchscreen gestures Handle events
arising from multiple sources Develop your first Windows 8.1 apps
Microsoft ADO.NET 4 Step by Step - Tim Patrick 2010-10-25
Teach yourself the fundamentals of ADO.NET 4 -- one step at a time. With this practical, learn-by-doing
tutorial, you get the clear guidance and hands-on examples you need to start creating datacentric
applications for Windows and the Web. Discover how to: Connect to external data sources, including
databases and other data formats Use ADO.NET Entity Framework to interact with underlying data stores
Build Entity Framework models with graphical design tools in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 Analyze
information stored in ADO.NET with various LINQ providers Bind data directly to Windows Forms and Web
Forms to drive information to users Manage disconnected or standalone data and information Go beyond
the core functionality of ADO.NET to manipulate data in more advanced ways Your step by step digital
content includes: Practice exercises Fully searchable online edition of this book -- with unlimited access on
the Web
ADO.NET in a Nutshell - Bill Hamilton 2003-04-25
Written by experts on the Microsoft® .NET programming platform, ADO.NET in a Nutshell delivers
everything .NET programmers will need to get a jump-start on ADO.NET technology or to sharpen their
skills even further. In the tradition of O'Reilly's In a Nutshell Series, ADO.NET in a Nutshell is the most
complete and concise source of ADO.NET information available.ADO.NET is the suite of data access
technologies in the .NET Framework that developers use to build applications services accessing relational
data and XML. Connecting to databases is a fundamental part of most applications, whether they are web,
Windows®, distributed, client/server, XML Web Services, or something entirely different. But ADO.NET is
substantially different from Microsoft's previous data access technologies--including the previous version of
ADO--so even experienced developers need to understand the basics of the new disconnected model before
they start programming with it.Current with the .NET Framework 1.1, ADO.NET in a Nutshell offers one
place to look when you need help with anything related to this essential technology, including a reference
to the ADO.NET namespaces and object model. In addition to being a valuable reference, this book provides
a concise foundation for programming with ADO.NET and covers a variety of issues that programmers face
when developing web applications or Web Services that rely on database access. Using C#, this book
presents real world, practical examples that will help you put ADO.NET to work immediately.Topics
covered in the book include: An Introduction to ADO.NET Connections, Commands and DataReaders
Disconnected Data Advanced DataSets Transactions DataViews and Data Binding XML and the DataSet
Included with the book is a Visual Studio .NET add-in that integrates the entire reference directly into your
help files. When combining ADO.NET in a Nutshell with other books from O'Reilly's .NET In a Nutshell
series, you'll have a comprehensive, detailed and independent reference collection that will help you
become more productive.
Practical Database Programming with Visual Basic.NET - Ying Bai 2012-05-09
Practical Database Programming with Visual Basic.NET The most up-to-date Visual Basic.NET
programming textbook—covering both fundamentals and advanced-level programming
techniques—complete with examples and solutions Visual Basic.NET (VB.NET) is an object-oriented
computer programming language that can be viewed as an evolution of the classic Visual Basic (VB), which
is implemented on the .NET Framework. Microsoft currently supplies two major implementations of Visual
Basic: Microsoft Visual Studio (which is commercial software) and Microsoft Visual Studio Express (which
is free of charge). Forgoing the large amounts of programming codes found in most database programming
books, Practical Database Programming with Visual Basic.NET shows students and professionals both how
to develop professional and practical database programs in a Visual Basic.NET environment by using Visual
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Studio.NET Data Tools and Wizards related to ADO.NET 4.0, and how to apply codes that are autogenerated by solely using Wizards. The fully updated Second Edition: Covers both fundamentals and
advanced database programming techniques Introduces three popular database systems with practical
examples including MS Access, SQL Server 2008, and Oracle Features more than fifty sample projects with
detailed illustrations and explanations to help students understand key techniques and programming
technologies Includes downloadable programming codes and exercise questions This book provides
undergraduate and graduate students as well as database programmers and software engineers with the
necessary tools to handle the database programming issues in the Visual Studio.NET environment.
Beginning ASP.NET 4.5: in C# and VB - Imar Spaanjaars 2012-11-05
The ultimate programming guide to ASP.NET 4.5, by popular author and Microsoft MVP Imar Spaanjaars
Updated for ASP.NET 4.5, this introductory book is filled with helpful examples and contains a userfriendly, step-by-step format. Written by popular author and Microsoft ASP.NET MVP Imar Spaanjaars, this
book walks you through ASP.NET, Microsoft's technology for building dynamically generated web pages.
This edition retains the highly accessible approach to building the Planet Wrox website example, an online
community site featuring product reviews, picture sharing, bonus content for registered users, and more.
Contains the comprehensive guide to the latest technology additions to ASP.NET 4.5 Shows how to build
basic ASP.NET web pages and configure their server Includes information on how to add features with prebuilt server controls Reveals how to design pages and make them consistent Contains the information
needed for getting user input and displaying data Beginning ASP.NET 4.5 in C# and VB uses Spaanjaars's
distinct writing style to put you at ease with learning ASP.NET 4.5.
Microsoft Azure SQL Database Step by Step - Leonard Lobel 2014
Your hands-on guide to Azure SQL Database fundamentals Expand your expertise—and teach yourself the
fundamentals of Windows Azure SQL Database. If you have previous programming experience but are new
to Azure, this tutorial delivers the step-by-step guidance and coding exercises you need to master core
topics and techniques. Discover how to: Perform Azure setup and configuration Explore design and security
considerations Use programming and reporting services Migrate data Backup and sync data Work with
scalability and high performance Understand the differences between SQL Server and Windows Azure SQL
Database
Programming Entity Framework - Julia Lerman 2011-11-25
Annotation Code first is an additional means of building a model to be used with the Entity Framework and
is creating a lot of excitement in the .NET development community. The reader will begin with an overview
of what code first is, why it was created, how it fits into the Entity Framework and when to use it over the
alternatives.
Programming Entity Framework - Julia Lerman 2010-08-09
Get a thorough introduction to ADO.NET Entity Framework 4 -- Microsoft's core framework for modeling
and interacting with data in .NET applications. The second edition of this acclaimed guide provides a
hands-on tour of the framework latest version in Visual Studio 2010 and .NET Framework 4. Not only will
you learn how to use EF4 in a variety of applications, you'll also gain a deep understanding of its
architecture and APIs. Written by Julia Lerman, the leading independent authority on the framework,
Programming Entity Framework covers it all -- from the Entity Data Model and Object Services to WCF
Services, MVC Apps, and unit testing. This book highlights important changes for experienced developers
familiar with the earlier version. Understand the core concepts you need to make the best use of the EF4 in
your applications Learn to query your data, using either LINQ to Entities or Entity SQL Create Windows
Forms, WPF, ASP.NET Web Forms, and ASP.NET MVC applications Build and consume WCF Services, WCF
Data Services, and WCF RIA Services Use Object Services to work directly with your entity objects Create
persistent ignorant entities, repositories, and write unit tests Delve into model customization, relationship
management, change tracking, data concurrency, and more Get scores of reusable examples -- written in
C# (with notes on Visual Basic syntax) -- that you can implement right away
Entity Framework 6 Recipes - Zeeshan Hirani 2013-10-28
Entity Framework 6 Recipes provides an exhaustive collection of ready-to-use code solutions for Entity
Framework, Microsoft's model-centric, data-access platform for the .NET Framework and ASP.NET
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development. With this book, you will learn the core concepts of Entity Framework through a broad range
of clear and concise solutions to everyday data access tasks. Armed with this experience, you will be ready
to dive deep into Entity Framework, experiment with new approaches, and develop ways to solve even the
most difficult data access challenges. If you are a developer who likes to learn by example, then this is the
right book for you. Gives ready-to-use, real-world recipes to help you with everyday tasks Places strong
focus on DbContext and the Code First approach Covers new features such as Asynch Query and Save,
Codebased Configuration, Connection Resiliency, Dependency Resolution, and much more What you’ll learn
Implement basic data access design patterns using Entity Framework. Seamlessly model your solutions
across both code and data. Provide data access to Windows 8 and Metro applications. Integrate with WCF
Data Services Improve data access performance. Simplify and reduce your code through data binding. Who
this book is for Entity Framework 6 Recipes is for anyone learning Microsoft’s Entity
Framework—Microsoft’s primary data access platform in the .NET Framework. If you have ever struggled
to learn a new technology, programming model, or way of doing something, you know how helpful simple
and real-world examples can be. For the beginning developer, this book provides concrete examples for
common data access tasks. For developers having experience with previous Microsoft data access
platforms, this book provides a task-by-task mapping between previous approaches and the patterns used in
Entity Framework. Table of Contents Getting Started with Entity Framework Entity Data Modeling
Fundamentals Querying an Entity Data Model Using Entity Framework in ASP.NET Loading Entities and
Navigation Properties Beyond the Basics with Modeling and Inheritance Working with Object Services Plain
Old CLR Objects Using the Entity Framework in N-Tier Applications Stored Procedures Functions
Customizing Entity Framework Objects Improving Performance Concurrency
ADO.NET Entity Framework Unleashed - Craig Lee 2015-02-15
This is the most complete and practical reference to developing data applications with Microsoft's powerful
new ADO.NET Entity Framework (EF) 2.0. Author Craig Lee is singularly well-qualified: he is the Microsoft
product manager who led the team that created the version of Entity Designer that will ship with the next
version of Visual Studio. Here, he shares all the inside knowledge you need to maximize you productivity
with EF 2.0 - including powerful tips and tricks that have never been published outside Microsoft before.
You will understand the why of EF 2.0, not just the how, as you walk through the entire lifecycle of an EF
application, and learn how to integrate EF into your development processes. Lee begins by introducing EF's
vision, clearly describing its architecture, and showing how EF connects with Microsoft's exciting Linq
technology. He thoroughly illuminates the process of Entity Data Modeling; shows how to work with the
Entity Designer and create effective mappings; and walks through creating databases from models.He
demonstrates the use of Visual Studio to create EF applications, covering topics ranging from data binding
to source code control, packaging, and deployment. The book's comprehensive coverage of programming
EF 2.0 includes detailed discussions of providers, code generation, object services, performance tuning,
tools, best practices, and much more - including advanced topics covered in no other book. *ADO.NET
Entity Framework presents a radical new data access technology, and Microsoft will be encouraging all
.NET developers to adopt it *Fully covers ADO.NET Entity Framework Version 2, which has been radically
revised from the previous version *Presents powerful tips, tricks, and development best practices direct
from a key Microsoft insider
Professional ADO.NET 3.5 with LINQ and the Entity Framework - Roger Jennings 2009-02-23
Language Integrated Query (LINQ), as well as the C# 3.0 and VB 9.0 language extensions to support it, is
the most import single new feature of Visual Studio 2008 and the .NET Framework 3.x. LINQ is Microsoft's
first attempt to define a universal query language for a diverse set of in-memory collections of generic
objects, entities persisted in relational database tables, and element and attributes of XML documents or
fragments, as well as a wide variety of other data types, such as RSS and Atom syndication feeds. Microsoft
invested millions of dollars in Anders Hejlsberg and his C# design and development groups to add new
features to C# 3.0—such as lambda expressions, anonymous types, and extension methods—specifically to
support LINQ Standard Query Operators (SQOs) and query expressions as a part of the language itself.
Corresponding additions to VB 9.0 followed the C# team's lead, but VB's implementation of LINQ to XML
offers a remarkable new addition to the language: XML literals. VB's LINQ to XML implementation includes
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XML literals, which treat well-formed XML documents or fragments as part of the VB language, rather than
requiring translation of element and attribute names and values from strings to XML DOM nodes and
values. This book concentrates on hands-on development of practical Windows and Web applications that
demonstrate C# and VB programming techniques to bring you up to speed on LINQ technologies. The first
half of the book covers LINQ Standard Query Operators (SQOs) and the concrete implementations of LINQ
for querying collections that implement generic IEnumerable, IQueryable, or both interfaces. The second
half is devoted to the ADO.NET Entity Framework, Entity Data Model, Entity SQL (eSQL) and LINQ to
Entities. Most code examples emulate real-world data sources, such as the Northwind sample database
running on SQL Server 2005 or 2008 Express Edition, and collections derived from its tables. Code
examples are C# and VB Windows form or Web site/application projects not, except in the first chapter,
simple command-line projects. You can't gain a feel for the behavior or performance of LINQ queries with
"Hello World" projects that process arrays of a few integers or a few first and last names. This book is
intended for experienced .NET developers using C# or VB who want to gain the maximum advantage from
the query-processing capabilities of LINQ implementations in Visual Studio 2008—LINQ to Objects, LINQ
to SQL, LINQ to DataSets, and LINQ to XML—as well as the object/relational mapping (O/RM) features of
VS 2008 SP1's Entity Framework/Entity Data Model and LINQ to Entities and the increasing number of
open-source LINQ implementations by third-party developers. Basic familiarity with generics and other
language features introduced by .NET 2.0, the Visual Studio integrated development environment (IDE),
and relational database management systems (RDBMSs), especially Microsoft SQL Server 200x, is
assumed. Experience with SQL Server's Transact-SQL (T-SQL) query language and stored procedures will
be helpful but is not required. Proficiency with VS 2005, .NET 2.0, C# 2.0, or VB 8.0 will aid your initial
understanding of the book's C# 3.0 or VB 9.0 code samples but isn't a prerequisite. Microsoft's .NET code
samples are primarily written in C#. All code samples in this book's chapters and sample projects have C#
and VB versions unless they're written in T-SQL or JavaScript. Professional ADO.NET 3.5: LINQ and the
Entity Framework concentrates on programming the System.Linq and System.Linq.Expressions
namespaces for LINQ to Objects, System.Data.Linq for LINQ to SQL, System.Data.Linq for LINQ to
DataSet, System.Xml.Linq for LINQ to XML, and System.Data.Entity and System.Web.Entity for EF's Entity
SQL. "Taking a New Approach to Data Access in ADO.NET 3.5," uses simple C# and VB code examples to
demonstrate LINQ to Objects queries against in-memory objects and databinding with LINQ-populated
generic List collections, object/relational mapping (O/RM) with LINQ to SQL, joining DataTables with LINQ
to DataSets, creating EntitySets with LINQ to Entities, querying and manipulating XML InfoSets with LINQ
to XML, and performing queries against strongly typed XML documents with LINQ to XSD. "Understanding
LINQ Architecture and Implementation," begins with the namespaces and C# and VB language extensions
to support LINQ, LINQ Standard Query Operators (SQOs), expression trees and compiled queries, and a
preview of domain-specific implementations. C# and VB sample projects demonstrate object, array, and
collection initializers, extension methods, anonymous types, predicates, lambda expressions, and simple
query expressions. "Executing LINQ Query Expressions with LINQ to Objects," classifies the 50 SQOs into
operator groups: Restriction, Projection, Partitioning, Join, Concatenation, Ordering, Grouping, Set,
Conversion, and Equality, and then lists their keywords in C# and VB. VS 2008 SP1 includes C# and VB
versions of the LINQ Project Sample Query Explorer, but the two Explorers don't use real-world collections
as data sources. This describes a LINQ in-memory object generator (LIMOG) utility program that writes C#
3.0 or VB 9.0 class declarations for representative business objects that are more complex than those used
by the LINQ Project Sample Query Explorers. Sample C# and VB queries with these business objects as
data sources are more expressive than those using a arrays of a few integers or last names. "Working with
Advanced Query Operators and Expressions," introduces LINQ queries against object graphs with entities
that have related (associated) entities. This begins with examples of aggregate operators, explains use of
the Let temporary local variable operator, shows you how to use Group By with aggregate queries, conduct
the equivalent of left outer joins, and take advantage of the Contains() SQO to emulate SQL's IN() function.
You learn how to compile queries for improved performance, and create mock object classes for testing
without the overhead of queries against relational persistence stores. "Using LINQ to SQL and the
LinqDataSource," introduces LINQ to SQL as Microsoft's first O/RM tool to reach released products status
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and shows you how to autogenerate class files for entity types with the graphical O/R Designer or
command-line SqlMetal.exe. This also explains how to edit *.dbml mapping files in the Designer or XML
Editor, instantiate DataContext objects, and use LINQ to SQL as a Data Access Layer (DAL) with T-SQL
queries or stored procedures. Closes with a tutorial for using the ASP.NET LinqDataSource control with
Web sites or applications. "Querying DataTables with LINQ to DataSets," begins with a comparison of
DataSet and DataContext objects and features, followed by a description of the DataSetExtensions. Next
comes querying untyped and typed DataSets, creating lookup lists, and generating LinqDataViews for
databinding with the AsDataView() method. This ends with a tutorial that shows you how to copy LINQ
query results to DataTables. "Manipulating Documents with LINQ to XML," describes one of LINQ most
powerful capabilities: managing XML Infosets. This demonstrates that LINQ to XML has query and
navigation capabilities that equal or surpasses XQuery 1.0 and XPath 2.0. It also shows LINQ to XML
document transformation can replace XQuery and XSLT 1.0+ in the majority of common use cases. You
learn how to use VB 9.0's XML literals to constructs XML documents, use GroupJoin() to produce
hierarchical documents, and work with XML namespaces in C# and VB. "Exploring Third-Party and
Emerging LINQ Implementations," describes Microsoft's Parallel LINQ (also called PLINQ) for taking
advantage of multiple CPU cores in LINQ to Objects queries, LINQ to REST for translating LINQ queries
into Representational State Transfer URLs that define requests to a Web service with the HTML GET,
POST, PUT, and DELETE methods, and Bart De Smet's LINQ to Active Directory and LINQ to SharePoint
third-party implementations. "Raising the Level of Data Abstraction with the Entity Data Model," starts with
a guided tour of the development of EDM and EF as an O/RM tool and heir apparent to ADO.NET DataSets,
provides a brief description of the entity-relationship (E-R) data model and diagrams, and then delivers a
detailed analysis of EF architecture. Next comes an introduction to the Entity SQL (eSQL) language, eSQL
queries, client views, and Object Services, including the ObjectContext, MetadataWorkspace, and
ObjectStateManager. Later chapters describe eSQL and these objects in greater detail. Two C# and VB
sample projects expand on the eSQL query and Object Services sample code. "Defining Conceptual,
Mapping, and Storage Schema Layers," provides detailed insight into the structure of the *.edmx file that
generates the *.ssdl (storage schema data language), *.msl (mapping schema language), and *.csdl files at
runtime. You learn how to edit the *.edmx file manually to accommodate modifications that the graphic
EDM Designer can’t handle. You learn how to implement the Table-per-Hierarchy (TPH) inheritance model
and traverse the MetadataWorkspace to obtain property values. Four C# and VB sample projects
demonstrate mapping, substituting stored procedures for queries, and TPH inheritance. "Introducing Entity
SQL," examines EF's new eSQL dialect that adds keywords to address the differences between querying
entities and relational tables. You learn to use Zlatko Michaelov's eBlast utility to write and analyze eSQL
queries, then dig into differences between eSQL and T-SQL SELECT queries. (eSQL v1 doesn't support
INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE and other SQL Data Manipulation Language constructs). You execute eSQL
queries against the EntityClient, measure the performance hit of eSQL compared to T-SQL, execute
parameterize eSQL queries, and use SQL Server Compact 3.5 as a data store. C# and VB Sample projects
demonstrate the programming techniques. "Taking Advantage of Object Services and LINQ to Entities,"
concentrates manipulating the Object Services API's ObjectContext. It continues with demonstrating use of
partial classes for the ModelNameEntities and EntityName objects, executing eSQL ObjectQuerys, and
deferred or eager loading of associated entities, including ordering and filtering the associated entities.
Also covers instructions for composing QueryBuilder methods for ObjectQuerys, LINQ to Entities queries,
and parameterizing ObjectQuerys. "Updating Entities and Complex Types," shows you how to perform
create, update, and delete (CUD) operations on EntitySets and manage optimistic concurrency conflicts. It
starts with a detailed description of the ObjectContext.ObjectStateManager and its child objects, which
perform object identification and change tracking operations with EntityKeys. This also covers validation of
create and update operations, optimizing the DataContext lifetime, performing updates with stored
procedures, and working with complex types. "Binding Data Controls to the ObjectContext", describes
creating design-time data sources from ObjectContext.EntitySet instances, drag-and-drop addition of
BindingNavigator, BindingSource, bound TextBox, and DataGridView controls to Windows forms. You also
learn how to update EntityReference and EntitySet values with ComboBox columns in DataGridView
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controls. (You can’t update EntitySet values directly; you must delete and add a new member having the
required value). This concludes with a demonstration of the use of the ASP.NET EntityDataSource control
bound to GridView and DropDownList controls. "Using the Entity Framework As a Data Source,"
concentrates on using EF as a data source for the ADO.NET Data Services Framework (the former
codename "Project Astoria" remains in common use), which is the preferred method for deploying EF v1 as
a Web service provider. (EF v2 is expected to be able to support n-tier data access with Windows
Communication Foundation [WCF] directly). A Windows form example uses Astoria's .NET 3.5 Client
Library to display and update entity instances with the Atom Publication (AtomPub or APP) wire format.
The Web form project uses the AJAX Client Library and JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) as the wire
format.
MICROSOFT ADO.NET ENTITY FRAMEWORK STEP BY STEP. - JOHN PAUL. MULLER 2016
C# 6 and .NET Core 1.0: Modern Cross-Platform Development - Mark J. Price 2016-03-29
Create powerful cross-platform applications using C# 6, .NET Core 1.0, ASP.NET Core 1.0, and Visual
Studio 2015 About This Book Build modern, cross-platform applications with .NET Core 1.0 Get up-to-speed
with C#, and up-to-date with all the latest features of C# 6 Start creating professional web applications
with ASP.NET Core 1.0 Who This Book Is For Are you struggling to get started with C#? Or maybe you're
interested in the potential of the new cross-platform features that .NET Core can offer? If so, C# 6 and
.NET Core 1.0 is the book for you. While you don't need to know any of the latest features of C# or .NET to
get started, it would be beneficial if you have some programming experience. What You Will Learn Build
cross-platform applications using C# 6 and .NET Core 1.0 Explore ASP.NET Core 1.0 and learn how to
create professional web applications Improve your application's performance using multitasking Use Entity
Framework Core 1.0 and learn how to build Code-First databases Master object-oriented programming with
C# to increase code reuse and efficiency Familiarize yourself with cross-device app development using the
Universal Windows Platform and XAML Query and manipulate data using LINQ Protect your data by using
encryption and hashing In Detail With the release of .NET Core 1.0, you can now create applications for
Mac OS X and Linux, as well as Windows, using the development tools you know and love. C# 6 and .NET
Core 1.0 has been divided into three high-impact sections to help start putting these new features to work.
First, we'll run you through the basics of C#, as well as object-orient programming, before taking a quick
tour through the latest features of C# 6 such as string interpolation for easier variable value output,
exception filtering, and how to perform static class imports. We'll also cover both the full-feature, mature
.NET Framework and the new, cross-platform .NET Core. After quickly taking you through C# and how
.NET works, we'll dive into the internals of the .NET class libraries, covering topics such as performance,
monitoring, debugging, internationalization, serialization, and encryption. We'll look at Entity Framework
Core 1.0 and how to develop Code-First entity data models, as well as how to use LINQ to query and
manipulate that data. The final section will demonstrate the major types of applications that you can build
and deploy cross-device and cross-platform. In this section, we'll cover Universal Windows Platform (UWP)
apps, web applications, and web services. Lastly, we'll help you build a complete application that can be
hosted on all of today's most popular platforms, including Linux and Docker. By the end of the book, you'll
be armed with all the knowledge you need to build modern, cross-platform applications using C# and .NET
Core. Style and approach This book takes a step-by-step approach and is filled with exciting projects and
fascinating theory. It uses three high-impact sections to equip you with all the tools you'll need to build
modern, cross-platform applications using C# and .NET Core.
Programming Microsoft SQL Server 2012 - Andrew Brust 2012-07-15
Your essential guide to key programming features in Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Take your database
programming skills to a new level—and build customized applications using the developer tools introduced
with SQL Server 2012. This hands-on reference shows you how to design, test, and deploy SQL Server
databases through tutorials, practical examples, and code samples. If you’re an experienced SQL Server
developer, this book is a must-read for learning how to design and build effective SQL Server 2012
applications. Discover how to: Build and deploy databases using the SQL Server Data Tools IDE Query and
manipulate complex data with powerful Transact-SQL enhancements Integrate non-relational features,
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including native file streaming and geospatial data types Consume data with Microsoft ADO.NET, LINQ,
and Entity Framework Deliver data using Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) Data Services and
WCF RIA Services Move your database to the cloud with Windows Azure SQL Database Develop Windows
Phone cloud applications using SQL Data Sync Use SQL Server BI components, including xVelocity inmemory technologies
Entity Framework 4.0 Recipes - Larry Tenny 2010-07-30
Entity Framework 4.0 Recipes provides an exhaustive collection of ready-to-use code solutions for Entity
Framework, Microsoft’s vision for the future of data access. Entity Framework is a model-centric data
access platform with an ocean of new concepts and patterns for developers to learn. With this book, you
will learn the core concepts of Entity Framework through a broad range of clear and concise solutions to
everyday data access tasks. Armed with this experience, you will be ready to dive deep into Entity
Framework, experiment with new approaches, and develop ways to solve even the most difficult data
access challenges. If you are a developer who likes to learn by example, then this is the right book for you.
Gives ready-to-use, real-world recipes to help you with everyday tasks Provides guideposts for learning core
concepts Maps out key landmarks for experimenting with your own solutions
PROGRAMMING MICROSOFT LINQ IN MICROSOFT.NET FRAMEWORK 4 (With CD ) - Paolo
Pialorsi 2011-09-01
Entity Framework Tutorial Second Edition - Joydip Kanjilal 2015-08-24
A comprehensive guide to the Entity Framework with insight into its latest features and optimizations for
responsive data access in your projectsAbout This Book• Create Entity data models from your database and
use them in your applications• Learn about the Entity Client data provider and write statements in Entity
SQL to perform CRUD operations• Explore ADO.NET Data Services and how they work with the Entity
FrameworkWho This Book Is ForIf you are a C# developer who wants to learn a new way of querying data
and utilizing it in applications efficiently for data binding or other operations, then this book is for you.
Basic knowledge of ADO.NET is assumed.What You Will Learn• Explore the features of the ADO.NET Entity
Framework• Understand the concepts of entities and their relationships• Create an Entity Data Model
using the ADO.NET Entity Data Model Designer and the EdmGen tool• Extend existing Entity Types to
create your own Entity Types• Write programs against the Entity Data Model to perform CRUD operations•
Discover ADO.NET Data Services and learn how they can be used with the Entity Framework• Familiarize
yourself with WCF Data Services (formerly ADO.NET Data Services)• Apply Code First, Model First and
Database First approachesIn DetailThe ADO.NET Entity Framework from Microsoft is a new ADO.NET
development framework that provides a level of abstraction for data access strategies and solves the
impedance mismatch issues that exist between different data models.This book explores Microsoft's Entity
Framework and explains how it can used to build enterprise level applications. It will also teach you how
you can work with RESTful Services and Google's Protocol Buffers with Entity Framework and WCF. You
will explore how to use Entity Framework with ASP.NET Web API and also how to consume the data
exposed by Entity Framework from client applications of varying types, i.e., ASP.NET MVC, WPF and
Silverlight. You will familiarize yourself with the new features and improvements introduced in Entity
Framework including enhanced POCO support, template-based code generation, tooling consolidation and
connection resiliency. By the end of the book, you will be able to successfully extend the new functionalities
of Entity framework into your project.Style and approachThis book is a step-by-step tutorial providing
hands-on code examples with detailed explanations. The book aims to explain the concepts of the Entity
Framework and illustrate how you can use these in applications with a tutorial based approach.
Programming ASP.NET Core, Programming ASP.NET Core - Dino Esposito 2018-05-10
The complete, pragmatic guide to building high-value solutions with ASP.NET Core Programming ASP.NET
Core is the definitive guide to practical web-based application development with Microsoft’s new ASP.NET
Core framework. Microsoft MVP Dino Esposito introduces proven techniques and well-crafted example code
for solving real problems with ASP.NET Core. Step by step, he guides you through using all key ASP.NET
Core technologies, including MVC for HTML generation, .NET Core, EF Core, ASP.NET Identity,
dependency injection, and much more. Esposito thoroughly covers ASP.NET Core’s cross-platform
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capabilities and what’s changed from older ASP.NET versions, but he doesn’t stop there: he offers a
complete learning path for every developer who wants to build production solutions, including mobilespecific solutions. Microsoft MVP Dino Esposito shows how to: • Create new projects and understand their
structure • Set up and use the familiar MVC application model in ASP.NET Core • Write controller class
code to govern all stages of request processing • Serve HTML from controllers, or directly via Razor Pages
• Master the Razor language for quickly defining the layout of HTML views • Manage cross-cutting
concerns such as global configuration data, error and exception handling, controller class design, and
dependency injection • Secure applications with user authentication and ASP.NET Core’s policy-based user
authorization API • Design for efficient data access, and choose the right option for reading and writing
data • Build ASP.NET Core Web APIs that return JSON, XML, or other data • Use data binding to
programmatically update visual components with fresh information • Build device-friendly web views for
iOS and Android • Explore the radically new ASP.NET Core runtime environment and Dependency Injection
(DI) infrastructure
Programming Entity Framework - Julia Lerman 2009-01-29
If you use Entity Framework in Visual Studio 2008 and .NET 3.5, this is the book you want. Programming
Entity Framework, 1st Edition offers experienced developers a thorough introduction to Microsoft's core
framework for modeling and interacting with data in .NET applications. This hands-on tour provides a deep
understanding of Entity Framework's architecture and APIs, and explains how to use the framework in a
variety of applications built with Visual Studio 2008 and .NET 3.5. From the Entity Data Model (EDM) and
Object Services to EntityClient and the Metadata Workspace, this highly acclaimed first edition covers it all.
Understand the core concepts you need to make the best use of the Entity Framework (EF) in your
applications Learn to query your data, using either LINQ to Entities or Entity SQL Create Windows Forms,
WPF, and ASP.NET applications Build ASMX web services and WCF services Use Object Services to work
directly with your entity objects Delve into model customization, relationship management, change
tracking, data concurrency, and more One important note: while many of the lessons from this book will
continue to be valuable as you move to .NET 4, the thoroughly revised second edition of Programming
Entity Framework (August 2010) specifically targets Visual Studio 2010 and .NET 4 -- where there have
been many advancements and additions to the framework.
Mastering Microsoft Visual Basic 2010 - Evangelos Petroutsos 2010-12-15
The new edition of the ultimate comprehensive guide to Microsoft Visual Basic Where most VB books start
with beginner level topics, Mastering Visual Basic 2010 vaults you right into intermediate and advanced
coverage. From the core of the language and user interface design to developing data-driven applications,
this detailed book brings you thoroughly up to speed and features numerous example programs you can use
to start building your own apps right away. Covers Visual Basic 2010, part of Microsoft's Visual Studio
integrated development environment (IDE), which includes C#, C++, Visual Web Developer, and ASP.NET,
along with Visual Basic Explains topics in the thorough, step-by-step style of all books in the Mastering
series, providing you ample instruction, tips, and techniques Helps you build your own applications by
supplying sample code you can use to start development Includes review exercises in each chapter to
reinforce concepts as you learn All the books in the Sybex Mastering series feature comprehensive and
expert coverage of topics you can put to immediate use. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary
materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Pro Entity Framework 4.0 - Scott Klein 2010-04-29
The introduction of SQL Server 2005 began the process which has seen .NET become an integral part of
the SQL Server database technology. SQL Server 2008 is the next evolutionary step in that story. Alongside
the more traditional database enhancements in the new release, there is an increasing focus upon a greater
and more challenging integration with .NET 3.5. This book shows how to take advantage of this tight
integration and how developers and DBAs can manipulate data more easily than ever before.
Microsoft ASP.NET 4 Step by Step - George Shepherd 2010-05-15
Teach yourself the fundamentals of Web development with ASP.NET 4-one step at a time. With STEP BY
STEP, you get the guidance and learn-by-doing examples you need to start building Web applications and
Web services in the Microsoft Visual Studio(R) 2010 environment. The author-a highly regarded
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programming expert, writer, and instructor-illuminates ASP.NET features through practical examples that
help developers quickly grasp concepts and apply techniques to the real world. The book also includes a
companion CD with code samples, data sets, and a fully searchable eBook. For customers who purchase an
ebook version of this title, instructions for downloading the CD files can be found in the ebook.
Sams Teach Yourself the ADO.NET Entity Framework in 24 Hours - Paul Kimmel 2010-06-30
The complete hands-on tutorial for Microsoft' breakthrough ADO.NET Entity Framework • •ADO.NET
Entity Framework offers unprecedented power in accessing data, but requires radically new skills: this
book is the fastest, easiest way to master those skills. •Covers everything from building Entity Data Models
to advanced techniques such as native views and IPOCO. •A complete tutorial package: step-by-step
instructions, QandAs, quizzes, exercises, tips, shortcuts, and more The ADO.NET Entity Framework is
radically different from earlier versions of ADO.NET: even experienced ADO.NET programmers will have to
master completely new skillsets to make the most of it. When they do, however, they will be rewarded with
remarkable power and flexibility in how they use data in their applications. In just 24 step-by-step lessons
of one hour or less, Samswill help readers start using the Teach Yourself the ADO.NET Entity Framework
ADO.NET Entity Framework to solve real-world business problems. This friendly, accessible book covers
the entire framework, without ever becoming overwhelming or intimidating. Readers will learn how to build
and query entity data models; perform advanced querying with Entity SQL and LINQ to Entities; create
relationships, stored procedures, and transactions; integrate with WinForms, ASP.NET, and WCF Services;
and even use native views, multiple entity sets, and IPOCO. Step-by-step instructions walk readers through
their most common questions, issues, and tasks... Q and As, Quizzes, and Exercises help them test their
knowledge... 'Did You Know?' tips offer insider advice and shortcuts... and 'Watch Out!' alerts help them
avoid problems.
Building Cloud Apps with Microsoft Azure - Scott Guthrie 2014-07-18
This ebook walks you through a patterns-based approach to building real-world cloud solutions. The
patterns apply to the development process as well as to architecture and coding practices. The content is
based on a presentation developed by Scott Guthrie and delivered by him at the Norwegian Developers
Conference (NDC) in June of 2013 (part 1, part 2), and at Microsoft Tech Ed Australia in September 2013
(part 1, part 2). Many others updated and augmented the content while transitioning it from video to
written form. Who should read this book Developers who are curious about developing for the cloud, are
considering a move to the cloud, or are new to cloud development will find here a concise overview of the
most important concepts and practices they need to know. The concepts are illustrated with concrete
examples, and each chapter includes links to other resources that provide more in-depth information. The
examples and the links to additional resources are for Microsoft frameworks and services, but the
principles illustrated apply to other web development frameworks and cloud environments as well.
Developers who are already developing for the cloud may find ideas here that will help make them more
successful. Each chapter in the series can be read independently, so you can pick and choose topics that
you're interested in. Anyone who watched Scott Guthrie's "Building Real World Cloud Apps with Windows
Azure" presentation and wants more details and updated information will find that here. Assumptions This
ebook expects that you have experience developing web applications by using Visual Studio and ASP.NET.
Familiarity with C# would be helpful in places.
Programming Entity Framework - Julia Lerman 2012
Shows how to perform set operations with the DbSet class, control change tracking, fix concurrency
conflicts, and confirm changes made to data.
Entity Framework Core Cookbook - Ricardo Peres 2016-11-09
Leverage the full potential of Entity Framework with this collection of powerful and easy-to-follow recipes
About This Book Learn how to use the new features of Entity Framework Core 1 Improve your queries by
leveraging some of the advanced features Avoid common pitfalls Make the best of your .NET APIs by
integrating with Entity Framework Who This Book Is For This book is for .NET developers who work with
relational databases on a daily basis and understand the basics of Entity Framework, but now want to use it
in a more efficient manner. You are expected to have some prior knowledge of Entity Framework. What You
Will Learn Master the technique of using sequence key generators Validate groups of entities that are to be
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saved / updated Improve MVC applications that cover applications developed using ASP.NET MVC Core 1
Retrieve database information (table, column names, and so on) for entities Discover optimistic
concurrency control and pessimistic concurrency control. Implement Multilatency on the data side of
things. Enhance the performance and/or scalability of Entity Framework Core Explore and overcome the
pitfalls of Entity Framework Core In Detail Entity Framework is a highly recommended Object Relation
Mapping tool used to build complex systems. In order to survive in this growing market, the knowledge of a
framework that helps provide easy access to databases, that is, Entity Framework has become a necessity.
This book will provide .NET developers with this knowledge and guide them through working efficiently
with data using Entity Framework Core. You will start off by learning how to efficiently use Entity
Framework in practical situations. You will gain a deep understanding of mapping properties and find out
how to handle validation in Entity Framework. The book will then explain how to work with transactions
and stored procedures along with improving Entity Framework using query libraries. Moving on, you will
learn to improve complex query scenarios and implement transaction and concurrency control. You will
then be taught to improve and develop Entity Framework in complex business scenarios. With the
concluding chapter on performance and scalability, this book will get you ready to use Entity Framework
proficiently. Style and approach Filled with rich code-based examples, this book takes a recipe-based
approach that will teach .NET developers to improve their understanding of Entity Framework and help
them effortlessly apply this knowledge in everyday situations.
Exam Ref 70-487 Developing Windows Azure and Web Services (MCSD) - William Ryan 2013-11-15
Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-487—and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of developing Windows
Azure and web services. Designed for experienced developers ready to advance their status, Exam Ref
focuses on the critical-thinking and decision-making acumen needed for success at the Microsoft Specialist
level. Focus on the expertise measured by these objectives: Accessing data Querying and manipulating data
by using the Entity Framework Designing and implementing WCF Services Creating and consuming Web
API-based services Deploying web applications and services This Microsoft Exam Ref: Organizes its
coverage by exam objectives. Features strategic, what-if scenarios to challenge you.
Clean Architecture - Robert C. Martin 2017-09-12
Practical Software Architecture Solutions from the Legendary Robert C. Martin (“Uncle Bob”) By applying
universal rules of software architecture, you can dramatically improve developer productivity throughout
the life of any software system. Now, building upon the success of his best-selling books Clean Code and
The Clean Coder, legendary software craftsman Robert C. Martin (“Uncle Bob”) reveals those rules and
helps you apply them. Martin’s Clean Architecture doesn’t merely present options. Drawing on over a halfcentury of experience in software environments of every imaginable type, Martin tells you what choices to
make and why they are critical to your success. As you’ve come to expect from Uncle Bob, this book is
packed with direct, no-nonsense solutions for the real challenges you’ll face–the ones that will make or
break your projects. Learn what software architects need to achieve–and core disciplines and practices for
achieving it Master essential software design principles for addressing function, component separation, and
data management See how programming paradigms impose discipline by restricting what developers can
do Understand what’s critically important and what’s merely a “detail” Implement optimal, high-level
structures for web, database, thick-client, console, and embedded applications Define appropriate
boundaries and layers, and organize components and services See why designs and architectures go wrong,
and how to prevent (or fix) these failures Clean Architecture is essential reading for every current or
aspiring software architect, systems analyst, system designer, and software manager–and for every
programmer who must execute someone else’s designs. Register your product for convenient access to
downloads, updates, and/or corrections as they become available.
Entity Framework Tutorial - Joydip Kanjilal 2015-08-24
A comprehensive guide to the Entity Framework with insight into its latest features and optimizations for
responsive data access in your projects About This Book Create Entity data models from your database and
use them in your applications Learn about the Entity Client data provider and write statements in Entity
SQL to perform CRUD operations Explore ADO.NET Data Services and how they work with the Entity
Framework Who This Book Is For If you are a C# developer who wants to learn a new way of querying data
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and utilizing it in applications efficiently for data binding or other operations, then this book is for you.
Basic knowledge of ADO.NET is assumed. What You Will Learn Explore the features of the ADO.NET Entity
Framework Understand the concepts of entities and their relationships Create an Entity Data Model using
the ADO.NET Entity Data Model Designer and the EdmGen tool Extend existing Entity Types to create your
own Entity Types Write programs against the Entity Data Model to perform CRUD operations Discover
ADO.NET Data Services and learn how they can be used with the Entity Framework Familiarize yourself
with WCF Data Services (formerly ADO.NET Data Services) Apply Code First, Model First and Database
First approaches In Detail The ADO.NET Entity Framework from Microsoft is a new ADO.NET development
framework that provides a level of abstraction for data access strategies and solves the impedance
mismatch issues that exist between different data models. This book explores Microsoft's Entity Framework
and explains how it can used to build enterprise level applications. It will also teach you how you can work
with RESTful Services and Google's Protocol Buffers with Entity Framework and WCF. You will explore how
to use Entity Framework with ASP.NET Web API and also how to consume the data exposed by Entity
Framework from client applications of varying types, i.e., ASP.NET MVC, WPF and Silverlight. You will
familiarize yourself with the new features and improvements introduced in Entity Framework including
enhanced POCO support, template-based code generation, tooling consolidation and connection resiliency.
By the end of the book, you will be able to successfully extend the new functionalities of Entity framework
into your project. Style and approach This book is a step-by-step tutorial providing hands-on code examples
with detailed explanations. The book aims to explain the concepts of the Entity Framework and illustrate
how you can use these in applications with a tutorial based approach.
Entity Framework Core in Action - Jon Smith 2018-07-15
Summary Entity Framework Core in Action teaches you how to access and update relational data from
.NET applications. Following the crystal-clear explanations, real-world examples, and around 100 diagrams,
you'll discover time-saving patterns and best practices for security, performance tuning, and unit testing.
Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning
Publications. About the Technology There's a mismatch in the way OO programs and relational databases
represent data. Entity Framework is an object-relational mapper (ORM) that bridges this gap, making it
radically easier to query and write to databases from a .NET application. EF creates a data model that
matches the structure of your OO code so you can query and write to your database using standard LINQ
commands. It will even automatically generate the model from your database schema. About the Book
Using crystal-clear explanations, real-world examples, and around 100 diagrams, Entity Framework Core in
Action teaches you how to access and update relational data from .NET applications. You'l start with a clear
breakdown of Entity Framework, long with the mental model behind ORM. Then you'll discover time-saving
patterns and best practices for security, performance tuning, and even unit testing. As you go, you'll
address common data access challenges and learn how to handle them with Entity Framework. What's
Inside Querying a relational database with LINQ Using EF Core in business logic Integrating EF with
existing C# applications Applying domain-driven design to EF Core Getting the best performance out of EF
Core Covers EF Core 2.0 and 2.1 About the Reader For .NET developers with some awareness of how
relational databases work. About the Author Jon P Smith is a full-stack developer with special focus on .NET
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Core and Azure. Table of Contents Part 1 - Getting started Introduction to Entity FrameworkCore Querying
the database Changing the database content Using EF Core in business logic Using EF Core in ASP.NET
Core web applications Part 2 - Entity Framework in depth Configuring nonrelational properties Configuring
relationships Configuring advanced features and handling concurrency conflicts Going deeper into the
DbContext Part 3 - Using Entity Framework Core in real-world applications Useful software patterns for EF
Core applications Handling database migrations EF Core performance tuning A worked example of
performance tuning Different database types and EF Core services Unit testing EF Core applications
Appendix A - A brief introduction to LINQ Appendix B - Early information on EF Core version 2.1
Beginning ASP.NET for Visual Studio 2015 - William Penberthy 2016-01-07
The complete guide to the productivity and performance enhancements in ASP.NET Beginning ASP.NET for
Visual Studio 2015 is your ultimate guide to the latest upgrade of this historically popular framework. Fully
updated to align with the vNext release, this new edition walks you through the new tools and features that
make your workflow smoother and your applications stronger. You'll get up to speed on the productivity
and performance improvements, and learn how Microsoft has committed itself to more continuous
innovation by increasing its release cadence for all products and services going forward. Coverage includes
Async-aware debugging, ADO.NET idle connection resiliency, managed return value inspection, ASP.NET
app suspension, on-demand large object heap compaction, multi-core JIT and more. The news of an off-cycle
update to ASP.NET came as a surprise, but its announcement garnered cheers at the 2014 Microsoft BUILD
conference. This guide shows you what all the fuss is about, and how Microsoft overhauled the latest
ASP.NET release. Get acquainted with the new developer productivity features Master the new tools that
build better applications Discover what's new in Windows Store app development Learn how Microsoft
fixed the issues that kept you from v5 Over 38 million websites are currently using ASP.NET, and the new
upgrade is already leading to increased adoption. Programmers need to master v6 to remain relevant as
web development moves forward. Beginning ASP.NET for Visual Studio 2015 walks you through the details,
and shows you what you need to know so you can get up and running quickly.
ADO.NET 3.5 Cookbook - Bill Hamilton 2008-03-28
This guide is strikingly different from other books on Microsoft ADO.NET. Rather than load you down with
theory, the new edition of ADO.NET 3.5 Cookbook gives you more than 200 coding solutions and best
practices for real problems you're likely to face with this technology using Visual Studio 2008 and the .NET
3.5 platform. Organized to help you find the topic and specific recipe you need quickly and easily, this book
is more than just a handy compilation of cut-and-paste C# code. ADO.NET 3.5 Cookbook also offers clear
explanations of how and why each code solution works, and warns you of potential pitfalls so you can learn
to adapt the book's problem-solving techniques to different situations. This collection of timesaving recipes
covers vital topics including: Connecting to data Retrieving and managing data Transforming and analyzing
data Modifying data Binding data to .NET user interfaces Optimizing .NET data access Enumerating and
maintaining database objects Maintaining database integrity Ideal for ADO.NET programmers at all levels,
from the relatively inexperienced to the most sophisticated, this new edition covers the significant 3.5
upgrade, including new programming tools such as LINQ. ADO.NET 3.5 Cookbook offers a painless way for
those of you who prefer to learn by doing when it comes to expanding your skills and productivity.
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